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Enhance productivity and achieve work-

life balance with Voiset's latest AI-

powered features, including voice input

and advanced task management

capabilities.

BRATISLAVA, SLOVAKIA, June 19, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Union Smart

Technology is excited to announce

significant upgrades to Voiset, our AI-

based task planner, designed to

enhance work-life balance. Voiset now

includes powerful new features that

make managing your tasks and time

more efficient and effortless.

One of the standout additions is the

voice input feature. Users can now

create notes on the go using voice

input. The AI within Voiset processes

and analyzes these notes, seamlessly

incorporating them into your schedule

while considering your daily workload.

This eliminates the need to manually

create and sort through text notes,

saving valuable time.

Voiset also introduces advanced task

management capabilities. Users can

create dedicated project areas, add

team members, and track the progress of each task. This feature is particularly useful for teams

working on collaborative projects, as it ensures everyone stays on track and deadlines are met.

Our AI acts as a personal manager, providing reminders for your ideas, plans, and goals. It helps

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://voiset.io
https://www.voiset.io/features
https://www.voiset.io/autoplanning


Simplify task voiset

prevent task overload by intelligently

scheduling your tasks and ensuring

you have a balanced workload. This

smart solution is perfect for

maintaining a healthy balance between

your personal life and work

responsibilities.

The upgrades also include a more

intuitive user interface, making it easier

than ever to navigate and use all the

features Voiset offers. We aim to make

Voiset the ultimate tool for productivity

and work-life balance.

Discover the new features of Voiset by

visiting our website or downloading the

app today. For more information, visit voiset.io.
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